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Abstract: The success  of an insurance organization is  very much tied to the effectiv e n e s s  of leaders

of the insurance companies  in managing their human capital. Insurance leaders  and managers  are

cons tantly challenged to do their utmos t to improve th e ir le a d e rs h ip s tyles  in order to push

performances  forward, especia lly  d u ring these turbulent economic times . Often, insurance leaders  try

to carry out various  leadership s tyles  assuming that their salespeople are accepting of them. However,

the gap between an insurance salesperson’s  leadership preferences  and perceptions  could exis t. Based

on this  assumptio n, this  research aspires  to find out the leadership gap between an insurance

salesperson’s  p re fe rre d leadership s tyle and leadership s tyles  portrayed by insurance leaders  as

perceived by insurance s a lespeople, according to the Full-Range Leadership Theory. The identified

gap will then be applied into a Preferred-Perceived Analys is  (PPA) matrix [a d a p ted from the

Importance-Performance Analys is  (IPA) matrix] to provide recommendations  and sugges t ions  for

insurance indus try practitioners . Three hundred and three usable samp les  of insurance agents  were

drawn randomly from fo u r ma jor insurance companies  in Malays ia. The findings  sugges ted that,

generally, there were indeed differences  between the preferred and perceived leade rs h ip s tyles  based

on all nine Full-Range Leadership factors  and attributes . 
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INTRODUCTION

The growth of a nation is  high ly  re lia n t  on a country’s  financial market performance. Unfortunately, this

time  o f t urbulent economy has  led to many challenges  facing the financial sector. Jus t like any other financial

sector, the insurance sector is  wo rking to overcome the economic challenges  and to thus  maximize their profit

and performance. The success  of the life insuran c e  sector is  vas tly dependent on their insurance salespeople.

Insurance salespeople are their windows to potential cus tomers . Given the dis tinctiv e  mix o f important job

scopes  of insurance salespeople for almos t a ll s e lling-related activities , including pre-sales  (promoting), sales ,

and pos t-sales  (servicing), it is  important for insurance managers  and leaders  to unders tand the techniques  that

will encourage pos itive responses  from their salespeople, especially from a performance perspective (Dubinsky

and Yammarino, 1985). Hence, the is sue of insurance leadership comes  into the picture. 

There have b e e n many evolving leadership concepts  over recent years , one of which is  the Full-Range

Leadership Theory. Both leadership s tyles , Transactional Leadership (le a d e r who focuses  on the exchange of

goal and rewards) and Transformational Leadership (leader who focuses  on values , inspiration, and motivation)

have marked their own s ignifica n c e , e v e n  though transformational leadership is  believed to be the more

effectual leadership s tyle (House and Aditya, 1997;  Ju ng and Avolio, 2000; Berson, Shamir, Avolio, and

Popper, 2001; Aldoory and Toth, 2004). Although transformatio n a l le a dership is  asserted to be the more

preferable s tyle, the choice between practicing Transactional Leade rs hip approaches  or Transformational

Leadership approaches  will vary based on subordinates’ preferences .

The s tudy of leadership s tyles  among most organizations  is  dominated by s tudies  related to ideal leadership

s tyles  based on preferred or perceived leadership s tyles  independent ly . Ho we ver, very few s tudies  related to
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leadership gaps  were  taken into perspective. As  a result, even after many discuss ions  related to the role of

leaders  were carried out, the action gap remained open and the precisely correct s tep could not be pinpointed.

In addition to that, leadership s tudies  among insurance salespeople, particularly from the Malays ian s tandpoint,

are also not readily available. The scarcity of leadership gap s tudies  related to insurance salespeople is  obvious .

This  s tudy is  des igned to fill the gap in the literature and address  an important is s u e  fro m the insurance

pract it io n e rs ’ point of view: Are insurance leadership s tyles  in-line with the insurance salespersons’

expectation? If they are not, what are the gaps? Based on the gaps , what are the necessary s teps  to take? This

s tudy aims  to answer this  ques tion by seeking feedback from insurance salespeople with regard to their leader’s

performance. Insurance salespeople  will b e  a sked to compare their preferred and perceived leadership s tyles ,

so that an actual leadership gap can be codified and analyze d . T h e identified gap will be applied into a

Preferred-Perceived Analys is  (PPA) matrix [adapted from the Importance-Pe rfo rmance Analys is  (IPA) matrix]

to provide the essential guide for insurance indus try practitioners . 

2.0 Literature Review:

2.1 Full-Range Leadership and Insurance Leadership:

Leadership processes  involve developing directio n s  a s  we ll as  aligning, motivating, and inspiring people

(Kotter, 1990) to work without force and/or coercion (Jago, 1982). A good insurance leader should be able

to set up proper directions  and align his  or her motivation s trategies  to motivate his  or her salespeople to work

voluntarily. The Full-Range Leadership was  primarily introduced as  the transformational an d  t ra nsactional

leade rs h ip by Burns  (1978) and expanded by Bass  and Avolio (1989, 1990, 1994, 1995, 2000, and 2004). The

current vers ion of t h e  Fu ll-Range Leadership contains  three main component: transformational leadership,

transa c t ional leadership and Laissez-faire leadership. Transformational leaders  involves  unders tanding leaders

as  well as  leaders  who inspire their followers  through their personal values , vis ions  and trus t, while

transactional leaders  view relationship between themselves  and followers  as  “give-and-take” (Kuhnert and

Lewis , 1987; Deluga, 1988; Bass , 1997; Bryant, 2003). La i ssez-faire leaders  are bas ically non-leaders  who are

frequently not available especially when their followers  need them. The v a riables  that made up the Full-Range

Leadership Theory are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: T he Full-Range Leadership T heory: Variables

Leadership Style Characteristics

T ransformational Leadership

Idealized Influence-Attributes (IA) Leaders act as an influential role model  b as ed  o n  values, beliefs, and sense of mission toward

common goals/ interests.

Idealized Influence- Behavior (IB) Leaders led by charisma and were viewed as being powerful and confident, in addition to 

gaining respect and instilling pride and trust in their followers.

Inspirational Motivation (IM) Leaders articulated high expectations to followers by demonstrating self-determination and 

commitment while encouraging followers to also u n d ers t an d  and be committed to the vision.

Individual Consideration (IC) Leaders emphasised rational solutions and creativity and encouraged followers to accept 

challenges by questioning their assumptions.

Intellectual Stimulation (IS) Leaders treated followers as individuals rather than as a group and m ad e av ai l ab l e personal

attention by coaching them individually.

T ransactional Leadership

Contingent Reward (CR) Leaders clarified their expectations to their followers and rewards were be given as an 

exchange.

Management-by-Exception: Leaders monitored their followers’  performance and gave advice on corrective actions 

Active (MBEA) immediately.

Management-by-Exception: Leaders waited until problems become serious before taking any action.

Passive (MBEP)

Laissez-faire Leadership

Laissez-Faire Leadership (LF) Leaders w ere ab s en t  when they were needed. Leaders tended to withdraw from their leadership

roles, preferr i n g  t o avoid being involved in resolving conflicts, taking responsibility, and

making decisions.

Sources: Deluga (1988), Dubinsky et al. (1 9 9 5), Arnold, Barling, and Kelloway (2001), Sarros and Santora (2001), Antonakis, Avolio,

and Sivasubramaniam (2003), Avolio and Bass (2004); Kirkbride (2006).

Though there were numerous  Full-Range Leadership s tudies  available, s tudies  with regards  to the same

concept, specifically within the insurance environment were in short supply. In fact, s tudies  related to the Full-

Range Leadership were conducted in reference to the selling enviro n me n t  in s t ead, i.e. Bass  (1997), Dubinsky

et al. (1995), and MacKenzie et al. (2001). Founded on the close linkage b e t we e n  insurance salespersons’ job

scopes  within the selling activities , the general sales  characteris tics  hence apply. Most researches  had assumed

that sales  managers  often  e mploy transactional leadership (Martin and Bush, 2003). Martin and Bush (2003)
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have proposed that sales  managers  would have mus t be more transformational in addition to adopting a holis tic

approach when it comes  to sales  force mana g e me n t . T h e s tudy by MacKenzie et. al. (2001) conducted in the

insurance sales  s ituation have also supported s imilar principles  to Martin and Bush (2003). Another s tudy done

in the sales  setting i.e. Dubinsky, Comer, Jolson, and Yammarino (1996) sug g e s t e d  t h a t  transformational

leadership might not be pertinent for all s ituations , but believe that some e xt e n t  of transactional leadership

might be useful.  

2.2 Preferred Leadership, Perceived Leadership, and the Leadership Gap:

Preference is  described as  “The power or ability  t o  c h o o s e  o n e thing over another with the anticipation

that the choice will result in greater sat is faction, greater capability or improved performance,” (ICR, 2008).

Thus , preferred leadership style is  defined as  ”the leadership s ty le  wh ic h  is  expected, des ired or liked by

followers .” Perception, on the other hand, is  a process  by which individuals  se le c t ,  o rg a n ize, retrieve, and

interpret their sensory impress ions  in order to give meaning to their environment. Thus , pe rc e i ved leadership

style is  d efined as . "the leadership s tyle portrayed by leaders , as  observed by followers .” In the case of

p e rc e p t io n , however, it is  important to realize that what an individual perceives  can be subs tantially different

from the objective re a lit y (Robbins  and Judge, 2007) due to reasons  related to the nature of the perceiver, the

nature of the s ituation, and pe rc eptual dis tortions  (Hitt, Miller, and Colella, 2006). Due to the high potential

of the application of “shortcuts  to judge others” b y  t h e  in d iv id u a l perceiver, it is  important not only to rely

on the individual perceiver’s  feedback, but to evaluate the overall pattern as  a result of collective feedback.

Determining the gap betwe e n  p re fe rred leadership and perceived leadership is  essential as  a means  to

provide the dire c t io n  in  wh ich leaders  can move ahead to implement improvements . Leadership gap refers  to

the discrepancy between an individual’s  expectations  (preferred) over reality (perceived), which commonly take

place in one’s  job lifecycle (Jackson and Schuler, 1983; Cordes , Dougherty, and Blum, 1997). W hen an

expectation is  unmet, follower’s  job performan c e  will be affected and in a wors t-case scenario, a follower’s

tendency to withdraw from his  or her job also increases . The notion of leadership gap is  denoted as : 

Leadership Gap = Preferred Leadership – Perceived Leadership

2.3 Importance-Performance Analysis:

The Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) was  initiated by Martilla and James  during late 1970s . The

Importance-Performance model, often used in service operations /marketing s tudies , evaluates  c u s t o me r

satis faction by comparing consumer’s  perceptions  of the importance of salient product attrib u t e s  t o  t he

jud g ment on a product’s  performance (Martilla and James , 1977; Crompton and Duray, 1985; Graf, Hemmasi,

and Nielsen, 1992). The Importance-Performance Model utilized the gap-analys is  method for action advice. The

gap results  from the Importance-Performance analys is  will be plotted on an "action matrix” cons is tin g  o f fo u r

remedial action area s : “Concentrate Here,” “Keep Up the Good W ork,” “Low Priority,” and “Poss ible Overkill”

(Martilla and James , 1977). In  a d d it ion to being applied mos tly into service operations /marketing areas , the

Importance-Performance Analys is  has  also been modified and applied into many org a n iza tional s tudies  and

indus tries  ranging from bus iness  operations  to s trategies  determination (i.e., Nale, Rauch, W athen, and Barr,

2000;  M a g a l and Levenburg, 2005). Graf, Hemmasi, and Nielsen (1992) and Joppe, Martin, and W aalen (2001)

have also introduced the Importance-Satis faction Analys is  (ISA) as  a modified vers ion of the IPA.

3.0 Methodology:

3.1 Research Framework:

The gaps  for all the nine variables—IA, IB, IM, IS, IC, CR, M BEA , M BEP, and LF— under the Full-

Range Leaders hip Theory are taken into cons ideration. But three out of the nine variables , namely the

Management-by-Exception (Active) (MBEA), the Management-by-Exception (Pass ive) (MBEP), and t he

Laissez-Faire (LF) leadership were changed to Non-Management-Exception (Active) (Non-MBEA ), Non-

Management-by-Exception (Pass ive) (Non-MBEP), and No n -Laissez-Faire (Non-LF) leadership. The rationale

for these changes  is  explained in the variables  and measures  section (see section 3.3). 

This  s tudy used an adapted model of the Importanc e -Performance Analys is  (IPA) named here as  the

Preferred-Perceived Analys is  (PPA) to determin e  the areas  of improvement for leaders  to take into

cons ideration in their future action plans . Simila r t o  the IPA, the areas  of improvement will be divided into

four quadrants . Based on the theories  derived from the literature  a n d  tailored to fit the s tudy, the research

model des igned for the s tudy is  presented in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: Research Framework

3.2   Samples and Sampling Procedures:

Respondents  of this  survey are  in s u rance salespeople from the four selected top insurance companies  in

Malays ia. These four companies  have been selected to represent the indus try based on the s ignificance of their

bus iness  performance in te rms  of new individual life insurance-related policies  is sued in the year 2005/2006.

These four companies  have captured a total sales  of a p p ro xima t e ly 54.2% (more than half of the total market

share) in terms  of the number of total new individual life insurance-related policies  sold in the same year as

reported in the 2006 Insurance Annu a l Report is sued by the National Bank of Malays ia (Bank Negara

Malays ia, 2006). Ques tionnaires  were given out by the insurance salespeople from the top four insurance

companies  to their colleagues  durin g  t h eir weekly assembly. Out of 350 dis tributed ques tionnaires , 303

ques tionnaires  were found useful (response rate = 86.57%). 

3.3 Variables and Measures:

Va riables  and measures  for this  s tudy were derived from the Multifactor Leadership Ques tionnaire  (Fo rm

5x-Short) (MLQ-5X) by Bass  and Avolio (2004). The 5-point Likert scale was  adopted based on MLQ-5X to

assess  the preferred and perceived leadership characteris tics  of a leader. All nine variables  from the MLQ were

combined into 36 questions  (fo ur ques tions  representing each leadership factor), which were related to a

leader’s  action where insura n c e  s a le s people assess  them in the form of frequency of occurrence. The agents

were asked to rate the frequency of his  or her leader to show (perceived) or not show (preferred) when the

specific action was  taken. The scale of the frequency of occurren c e  is  indicated from 1 (not at all) to 5

(frequently, if not always). 

Prior to the actual data collection, a pilot s tudy (ques tionnaire draft) was  sent to 35 life insurance

salespeople fo r q u e s t ionnaire verification. Based on the feedback from the pilot respondents , one of the

important changes  made was  the transformation of the variables  in three of the leadership factors  [Management-

by-Exception (Active), Management-by-Exception (Pass ive), and Laissez-Faire]. Thesewere changed from

negative s tatements  into pos itive s tatements  to avoid  confus ion. The changes  are made in 12 out of the 36

ques tions . The 12 ques tions  are categorized under three of the leadership fa c t o rs , namely Management-by-

Exception (Active), Management-by-Exception (Pass ive), and Laissez-Faire. A ll 12 ques tions  that are s tated

negatively in the MLQ were transformed into pos itive s tatements . Examples  include: “Avoids  getting involved

when important issues  arise” (Laiss e z-Faire Leadership) will be transformed to “Does  not avoid getting

involved when impo rtant issues  arise” (Non-Laissez-Faire Leadership); “Avoids  making decis ions”

[Management-by-Exception (Active)] to “Does  not avoid making decis ions” [Non-Manage ment-by-Exception

(Active)]; and “Keeps  track of all mis takes  [Management-by-Exce p t io n  (Pass ive)]” to “Does  not keep track

of all mis takes” [Non-Management-by-Exception (Pass ive)].

3.4 Data Assessment:

Reliability tes ting is  essential for the assurance of internal cons is tency with the rationale that the individual

items  or indicators  of the scale are indeed u s e d  t o  me a s u re  the same cons truct (Hair et al., 2006). The
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Cronbach’s  Alph a  t e s t for independent variables  was  run for all the nine leadership factors  for both preferred

and perceived leadership. As  s u g g e s t e d by Hair et al. (2006), it was  generally acceptable upon the lower limit

of Cronbach’s  Alpha of 0.7. The Cronbach Alpha reliab ilit ie s  fo r a ll the items  that related to the research

measures  ranged from 0.771 to 0.887, thus  confirming the data reliability (Table 2). 

Table 2: Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability T est Result

Preferred Leadership Perceived Leadership

Independent Variables No. of Items Alpha Alpha

Idealized Influence (Attributed) (IA) 4 0.8362 0.8293 

Idealized Influence (Behavior) (IB) 4 0.8399 0.8348 

Inspirational Motivation (IM) 4 0.8673 0.8765 

Intellectual Stimulation (IS) 4 0.8764 0.8871 

Individual Consideration (IC) 4 0.8157 0.8072 

Contingent Reward (CR) 4 0.8697 0.8628 

(Non)/Management-by-Exception (Active) 4 0.7920 0.7750 

(Non)/Management-by-Exception (Passive) 4 0.8515 0.7992 

(Non)/Laissez-Faire Leadership 4 0.7516 0.7304 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Demographic Profile:

Out of a total of 303 respondents , th e  male response comprises  48.5% of the research sample. Most of

the respondents  (68.6%) were between 21–30 y e a rs  old. More than 50% of the respondents  held at leas t a

bachelor’s  degree as  their uppermost education qualificat io n . M a jo rity of the respondents  have been an

insurance salesperson for not more than 5 years  (81.5%). Full-time insurance salespeople represented more than

three-quarters  (75.2%) of the respondents  in comparis o n  t o  24.8% of part-time insurance salespersons .  Sixty-

nine percent of the respondents  in this  s tudy are designated as  regular insurance salespeople , wh ile the

remaining respondents  are senior insurance salespeople, unit/agency insurance managers , and group insurance

sales /agency managers . 

4.2. Leadership Gap: Nine Leadership Factors under the Full-Range Leadership Theory:

At a glance, in reference to the pre-determined  s c a le s  [(1 - not at all) to 5 (frequently, if not always)],

the average shows that all nine le a dership factors  for both preferred and perceived leadership fall in the range

of  “Sometimes” to “Frequently, if not always” (mean 3.94–4.32). As  shown in Table 3, t h e  a v e ra ge mean for

the preferred leadership was  recorded at 4.22 while the average mean for the perceived leadership was  recorded

at 3.57. The mean for t h e  p re fe rred leadership ranges from the highes t at 4.32 (IM, and Non-MBEP) to the

lowes t at 3.94 (Non-MBEA). On the other hand, leaders  are perceive d  a s  p o rt raying more of a Non-MBEP

leadership s tyle with a mean of 3.94. The gap (E-P) between the preferred and the  p e rceived Non-MBEP

leadership s tyle is  the sma lle s t with a mean difference of 0.37. The bigges t leadership s tyle gap was  observed

from the Non-MBEA leadership with a mean difference of 0.83. W ith Z-values  ranging from –8.73 to –12.79,

the result from the W ilcoxon Signed-Rank Tes t has  shown that there is  a s ignificant gap (p  <  .01) between

the preferred and t h e  p erceived leadership for all nine factors  (IA, IB, IM, IS, IC, CR, Non-MBEA, Non-

MBEP, and Non-LF). 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of the Leadership Gap: Nine Leadership Factors under the Full-Range Leadership T heory 

 Preferred Leadership (E) Perceived Leadership (P) Gap  (E-P) W ilcoxon Signed-Rank T est

----------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Mean S Mean S Z **Sig.

IA 4.25 0.65 3.54 0.77 0.72 –12.7 0

IB 4.25 0.63 3.59 0.77 0.66 –12.34 0

IM 4.32 0.62 3.7 0.8 0.62 –11.89 0

IS 4.24 0.67 3.47 0.84 0.77 –12.69 0

IC 4.23 0.66 3.44 0.8 0.79 –12.79 0

CR 4.25 0.67 3.58 0.78 0.67 –12.4 0

Non-MBEA 3.94 1.09 3.11 1.14 0.83 –9.3 0

Non-MBEP 4.32 0.79 3.94 0.78 0.37 –8.73 0

Non-LF 4.25 0.82 3.83 0.76 0.41 –8.93 0

Overall 4.22 0.55 3.57 0.63 0.65 –14.01 0

Note: N = 303. A positive gap (mean E – mean p) indicates that the respondents’  preferred leadership style (expect at i o n )  i s  h i g h er than

the perceived leadership style (performance) portrayed by their leaders: W ilcoxon Signed-Rank T est two-tail probability, ** p <0.01.
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Identifying the magnitude of each gap  a s  in d ic a t o rs  of improvements  is  eminent. But it is  much more

imperative to know which improvements  are ne c e s s a ry  a n d  wh ich are not. Even if some gaps  are filled, it

might not make much of a difference. Based on this  rationale, therefore, t h e  Preferred-Perceived

Analys is /Action Grid is  examined in this  s tudy. Results  from Ta b le  3 are used to further analyze and pinpoint

where the s trengths  and weaknesses  for the nine factors  lie so that the Preferred-Perceive d  Grid  can be

cons tructed (Figure 2). The Preferred-Perceived Grid was cons tructed us ing the overall means  o f t he preferred

(overall mean = 4.22) and the perceived leadership (overall mean = 3.57). 

Fig. 2: PPA Grid - Nine Leadership Factors  under the Full-Range Leadership Theory

The overall Preferred-Perceived Leadership Grid shows that all nine leadership factors  are scattered in three

different quadrants : Quadrants  A, B, and C. Leadership factors  grouped under Quadrant A (Concentrate Here)

were the Idealized Influence (Attributed) (IA), Intellectual Stimula t ion (IS), and Individual Cons ideration (IC)

leadership factors . These we re  t h e highly preferred leadership factors , but they were lowly perceived by

insurance salespeople. Leadership factors  we re  b e s t  t o be located in Quadrant B (Keep Up the Good W ork),

as  it shows  a balance of highly preferred ma t c h in g  with highly perceived leadership s tyles . The leadership

factors  in Quadrant B include the Non-Management-by-Exception (Pass ive) (No n-MBEP), Idealized Influenced

(Behavior) (IB), Inspirational Motivation (IM), Contingent Reward (CR), a n d  La is s ez-Faire (LF). Quadrant C

(low prio rity) is  the Non-Management-by-Exception (Active) (Non-MBEA) leadership factor (Low Priority).

It is  quite s imilar to Quadrant B, which shows a balance of preferred and perceived leaders h ip  fa c t o rs  b e ing

met; this  quadrant, however, indicates  a lowly preferred and lowly perceived leadership factor, which means

that this  Non-MBEP factor is  a low- priority area to be focused on.

4.3 Leadership Gap: 36 Leadership Attributes under the Full-Range Leadership Theory:

Even though, generally, the leadership factor results  have pinpointed some areas  that lead e rs  should pay

a ttention to, it is  important to note that recommendations  were given based on the average of each  o f t h e

factors . It would therefore be more meaningful to evaluate each o f t h e  attributes  to point out which attributes

s h o u ld  b e  t a ken into cons ideration serious ly. In order to provide a quick glance of the results  based on  t h e

attributes , a summary of all the leadership attributes  and the window that they belong to is  presented in Table

4 (Appendix 1). Like the overall factors  results , the overall results  fo r a ll the leadership attributes  lis ted under

the Full-Range Leadership Theory have also indicated a s ignificant difference between t h e  p re ferred and

perceived le a d e rs h ip s tyles  based on all nine leadership factors  as  well as  the attributes  lis ted under the Full-

Ra n g e  Leadership Theory. W ith Z-values  ranging from –5.19 to –14.01, the result from the W ilcoxon Sig n e d -

Rank Tes t has  shown that there is  a s ignificant ga p  (p  <  .01) between the preferred and the perceived

leadership for all 36 Full-Range Leadership Theory attributes .
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The PPA Grid was  also plotted for a ll 36 leadership attributes  under the Full-Range Leadership Theory

based on the results  from the leaders h ip  g a p  (F ig u re 3, Appendix 2). Based on the individual examination of

the attributes  us ing the PPA Grid, ten attributes  were  u n d er-delivered (Quadrant A, Concentrate Here) and,

as toundingly, only three leadership attributes  were over-delivered (Quadrant D, Poss ible Overkill). The

insurance leaders  were doing a great job s ince mos t of the leadership attributes  that are denoted under Quadrant

B (Keep Up t h e  Go o d  W o rk) and Quadrant C (Low Priority) indicate a balance between the preferred and

p erceived leadership s tyles , where the average expectations  were being met. Hence, it is  crucial to place s o me

emphas is  on mending the other two areas , Quadrant A and Quadrant D.

5.0 Practical Implications and Suggestions:

Based on the results , some practical implications  can be drawn and sugges tions  can be made to th e

indus try, especially to insurance managers  and companies . Insurance human resources  personnel can also use

t his  as  a guideline for insurance salespeople training programs. These practical implications  add re s s e d  t h e

attributes  that insurance managers  should “do more” and ”do less .” 

The PPA Grid has  pinpointed some le a d e rship factors  that leaders  can look into in order to improve their

leadership s tyles . In this  case, the leadership factors  that need the awareness  of indus try leaders  are Idealized

Influence-Attributed leadership (insurance leaders  who act as  an influential role model to insurance salespeople

based on values , beliefs , and sense of miss ion toward common goal/interes t), Intellectual Stimulation leadership

(insurance leaders  who emphasize rational solutions  and creativity in addition to encouraging insu rance

salespeople to accept challenges  by ques tioning their assumptions), and Individual Consideration  le adership

(in s u rance leaders  who treat their insurance salespeople as  individuals  and make available personal atte n t io n

in coaching them). As  these leadership factors  were seen as  being preferred by insurance salespeople and yet

not much as  being portrayed by the insurance leaders , insurance leaders  would have to s trive to improve their

deliveries  in terms  of leadership components .

In addition to looking at the areas  of improvement based on the leaders h ip  factors , it would be beneficial

for leaders  to look at improvements  in leadership attributes  specifically. Attributes that insurance managers  and

leaders  should ”do more” (due to being highly preferred but lowly perceived by insurance salespeople) and

”do less” (d u e    to  being lowly preferred but highly perceived by insurance salespeople) are presented in

Table 5.

Table 5: Attributes that Insurance Managers Should “ Do More” and ”Do Less”

Insurance Managers Should ”Do More” 

� Go beyond self-interest for the good of the group.

� Specify the importance of having a strong sense of purpose.

� Consider the moral and ethical consequences of decisions.

� Articulate a compelling vision of the future.

� Seek differing perspectives when solving problems.

� Suggest new ways of looking at how to complete assignments.

� Get salespeople to look at problems from many different angles.

� Spend time teaching and coaching.

� T reat salespeople as individuals rather than just members of a group.

� Do not focus attention on irregularities, mistakes, exceptions, and deviations from standards.

Insurance Manager Should “ Do Less”

� Do not demonstrate that problems must become chronic before taking action.

� Do not be absent when needed.

� Do not avoid getting involved when important issues arise.

6.0 Limitations and Concluding Remarks:

There are a few limitations  to this  s tudy. Firs t, the sample of t h is  s t u d y  is  c o nfined to participants  from

the top in s u ra n c e  companies . Outcomes  from the top insurance companies  may diverge in comparison to the

median performin g  o r t he poorly performing companies . Thus , comparative s tudies  involving various  levels

of company performance are s trongly encouraged for future s tudies . Indus try wide comparison would not only

result in a leaders h ip  c o mparison, but also contribute to a set of benchmarking s tandards  for the indus try.

Second, the research on the comparison betwe e n  t he preferred and perceived leadership us ing the Full-Range

Leadership Theory is  exploratory by nature. Hence, there has  not been much dis c u ss ion with regard to the

comparisons . It is  hoped that future research could expand in this  area of s tudy.

As  a final remark, it should be clearly unders tood that there is  indeed a difference betwe e n  t h e  p referred

and perceived leadership based on the all nine Full-Range Leadership factors  (IA, IB, IM, IS, IC, CR, M BEA ,

MBEP, and LF) and attrib u t es . It is  vital not jus t to determine the differences  between the preferred and
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perceived leade rs h ip  s t y le , but to fill in the appropriate gaps  between the preferred and perceived leadership

s tyles . Thus , it is  essential for insurance leaders  to pay attention to the critical leadership factors  and attributes

identified.
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Appendix  1(a) - Table 4

Leadership Gap for the Full-Range Leadership T heory Variables

Item Variables Preferred Perceived Gap (E-P) W ilcoxon Signed-

No. Leadership (E) Leadership (P) Rank T est

-------------------- ------------------- ------------------------

Mean S Mean S Z **Sig.

1 IA: Instill pride in being associated with leader 4.21 0.80 3.46 0.93 0.75 –10.96 0.00

2 IA: Go beyond self-interest for the good of the group 4.23 0.81 3.47 0.96 0.76 –10.91 0.00

3 IA: Act in ways that build respect 4.29 0.76 3.58 0.92 0.71 –10.99 0.00

4 IA: Display a sense of power and confidence 4.28 0.78 3.64 0.95 0.64 –10.02 0.00

5 IB: T alk about his/her most important values and beliefs 4.23 0.78 3.60 0.95 0.63 –10.16 0.00

6 IB: Specify the importance of having a strong sense of purpose 4.26 0.76 3.58 0.97 0.68 –10.38 0.00

7 IB: Consider the moral and ethical consequences of decisions 4.26 0.79 3.58 0.93 0.68 –10.57 0.00

8 IB: Emphasize the importance of having a collective sense of 4.23 0.75 3.60 0.91 0.62 –9.39 0.00

mission

9 IM: T alk optimistically about the future 4.34 0.71 3.82 0.92 0.52 –8.56 0.00

10 IM: T alk enthusiastically about what needs to be accomplished 4.26 0.80 3.68 0.94 0.57 –9.22 0.00

11 IM: Articulate a compelling vision of the future 4.29 0.74 3.53 0.98 0.76 –11.14 0.00

12 IM: Express confidence that goals will be achieved 4.38 0.71 3.75 0.91 0.63 –9.85 0.00

13 IS: Re-examine critical assumptions to question whether they 4.14 0.81 3.40 0.97 0.73 –10.82 0.00

are appropriate

14 IS: Seek differing perspectives when solving problems 4.28 0.75 3.49 0.96 0.79 –10.90 0.00

15 IS: Look at problems from many different angles 4.27 0.80 3.49 0.96 0.78 –10.66 0.00

16 IS: Suggest new ways of looking at how to complete 4.25 0.79 3.48 1.01 0.78 –10.41 0.00

assignments

17 IC: Spend time teaching and coaching 4.32 0.76 3.50 1.02 0.82 –10.73 0.00

18 IC: T reat each person as an individual rather than just 4.07 0.94 3.37 1.01 0.70 –9.46 0.00

as a member of a group

19 IC: Consider each salesperson as having different needs, 4.20 0.81 3.42 0.96 0.78 –11.18 0.00

abilities, and aspirations from others

20 IC: Help each person to develop their strengths 4.31 0.73 3.46 1.00 0.85 –11.33 0.00

21 CR: Provide assistance in exchange for efforts 4.26 0.76 3.61 0.87 0.65 -10.91 0.00

22 CR: Discuss in specific terms who is responsible for 4.15 0.79 3.47 0.92 0.69 -10.69 0.00

achieving performance targets

23 CR: Make clear what one can expect to receive when 4.29 0.86 3.63 0.94 0.66 -9.55 0.00

performance goals are achieved

24 CR: Express satisfaction when expectations are met 4.28 0.75 3.59 0.94 0.69 -10.08 0.00

25 Non-MBEA: Do not focus attention on irregularities, 4.27 1.13 3.22 1.45 1.05 -9.46 0.00

mistakes, exceptions, and deviations from standards

26 Non-MBEA: Do not concentrate his/her full attention 3.80 1.49 3.13 1.47 0.67 -5.85 0.00

 on dealing with mistakes, complaints, and failures
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Continued in Appendix  1

27 Non-MBEA: Do not keep track of all mistakes 3.76 1.52 2.98 1.48 0.78 -6.29 0.00

28 Non-MBEA: Do not direct  attention toward failures 3.96 1.42 3.14 1.53 0.82 -6.68 0.00

to meet standards

29 Non-MBEP: Do not fail to interfere before problems 4.40 0.91 4.00 0.92 0.40 -6.87 0.00

become serious

30 Non-MBEP: Do not wait for things to go wrong before 4.44 0.87 4.00 0.90 0.44 -8.26 0.00

taking action

31 Non-MBEP: Do not believe strongly that  “ If something” 4.28 1.00 3.88 0.99 0.40 -6.80 0.00

is not broken, don’t fix it

32 Non-MBEP: Do not demonstrate that problems must become 4.20 1.05 3.90 0.95 0.39 -5.47 0.00

chronic before taking action

33 Non-LF: Do not avoid getting involved when important 3.97 1.24 3.63 1.06 0.34 -5.21 0.00

issues arise

34 Non-LF: Do not be absent when needed 4.16 1.15 3.82 0.99 0.34 -5.19 0.00

35 Non-LF: Do not avoid making decisions 4.36 1.00 3.97 0.93 0.40 -6.78 0.00

36 Non-LF: Do not delay responding to urgent questions 4.51 0.82 3.93 0.91 0.58 -9.09 0.00

Overall 4.22 0.55 3.57 0.63 0.65 -14.01 0.00

Note: N = 303, A positive gap (mean E –  m ean  P )  i ndicates that the respondents preferred leadership styles (expectation) are higher than

the perceived leadership style (performance) portrayed by their leaders: W ilcoxon Signed-Rank T est,  two-tail probability, ** p < .01.

Appendix 2

Fig. 3: PPA Grid - 36 Leadership Attributes  under the Full-Range Leadership Theory


